THE YEAR’S TOP STORIES
Nash Bridges

Though several radio groups intensified their
country focus in 2013, none were as dramatic as
Cumulus’ effort. The new reality dawned early in
January with the launch of WNSH (Nash FM)/
New York, not only the first full-signal Country
station in the Big Apple in 17 years, but the first
Country station to adopt what the company calls
its “Nash” media brand.
As CEO Lew Dickey then put it, “Country
is more than just music – it’s a lifestyle that is
rich with content and marketing opportunities
because Country is mass appeal and very much
underserved in all forms of media. Cumulus is
committed to serving this significant lifestyle segment that stretches from coast-to-coast by creating
a full complement of content on the radio, in
print, online and on TV.”
Cumulus has since launched two Nash-affiliated
shows. In June, Premiere’s After MidNite host Blair
Garner was tapped to lead WNSH/New York’s
America’s Morning Show from Nashville, leading
some to wonder if the show would eventually be
added to more if not all Nash stations. While the
company has yet to confirm or deny that possibility, it has said its 7pm-midnight show Nash Nights
Live will air on all Cumulus Country stations
following its Jan. 6 launch. Former KKGO/Los
Angeles morning personality Shawn Parr will
host − also from Nashville − and Cumulus Media
Networks plans to make it available
outside the company as well.
The October rollout of Nash
Power Trio:
magazine included local Atlanta
Nash brand hosts
distribution as well as by subscripBlair Garner (l) and
tion. Described on its website as the
Shawn Parr flank
“go-to publication for a behind-theCumulus Media
scenes look at all things country
Networks’ Kix
music,” the first issue featured
Brooks at Cumulus’
Carrie Underwood on the cover.
Nashville facility,
Dickey later alluded to an eventual
where all three will
distribution deal with Walmart,
soon have customTarget and various drug stores. He
built studios. Later,
also talked about further expansion
they signed up to
of the Nash brand. “There’s going
front the company’s
to be a lot of experimenting in 2014
rec league basketto figure out how to best optimize
ball team.
this content platform that we think
is very, very special,” he said. “Think
of Nash as ESPN for country. We’re going to be
doing platform deals with advertisers for web, for
video, for radio, for digital audio, for online and
events.” Stay tuned.

Channel Changes

A late-breaking deal with CMT that installed Cody
Alan as the host of CMT After Midnite and has Premiere syndicating his daily night show capped a year
in which Clear Channel made an unprecedented commitment to Country.
February ushered in the nationally syndicated The Bobby Bones Show, anchored at
WSIX/Nashville. Previously syndicated
to Top 40 out of the company’s KHFI/
Cody
Austin, Bones landed on 35 stations out
Alan
of the gate. Now on roughly 50 stations,
Bones has been embraced by the country music community
much more quickly than he expected. “They told us that
no one would like us for a year,” he says. “But we’re
doing really well in a lot of parts of the country,
including Nashville. We’re the No. 1 Country
morning show and we weren’t. We were third
or fourth when we first started.”
While specifics are closely held, company
execs assert the show has exceeded its
targets. EVP/Programming Clay Hunnicutt
explains, “Normally we see morning shows
and new offerings take two to three years
to take hold, but just in the first year,
Bobby and the team have really done a
phenomenal job of engaging the audience.” Premiere Dir./Country Programming Justin Cole adds, “The ratings are
now speaking for themselves in Austin,
Nashville, Tulsa, Wichita – we’re seeing
just huge numbers in some of these markets.” (For more, read The Interview with
Premiere’s Julie Talbott in this issue.)
Early on, Bones questioned the concept of
a country life group, but that understanding
is evolving in the same way he’s hoping to help
evolve the audience. “I do think there is a group
of people who love country music and there’s a
group who love country but don’t want anyone
Bobby
to know about it. We’re trying to squeeze that
Bones
‘we don’t want anyone to know about it’ out of
them.” Hunnicutt says adding affiliates outside
Clear Channel is a goal, while Cole expects
growth not only on-air but within the multimedia platform, too. Bones is pumped: “It’s been
a lot of fun, the artists have been really genuine
and I can’t wait to get going in 2014.”

Amped Up
Not to be outdone, CBS Radio made a point to let the Nashville music
community know about their own Country platform during meetings in
January. President/CEO Dan Mason led a team of execs in detailing the
company’s Amplified initiative for Music City powerbrokers.
Offered across the group’s formats, Amplified comes in several forms:
Impact is an album launch vehicle for top stars; Launch aims to help break
new artists; Song Intros are intended to make new music more familiar;
and Artist Hook-Ups are unique experiences – often flyaways.
VP/Country Jeff Kapugi attributed the program to Mason’s 2012 speech
at the NAB Convention. “[He] wanted to encourage our music stations to say
what they play,” Kapugi says. “That was the first step ... [and now Amplify]
allows us to use the strength of our stations, by format, to benefit the station, artists and labels. The main objective is to continue doing great radio;
things the audience will enjoy hearing or knowing about, and doing good
for the artists and labels.”
Examples have included a Chicago Lady Antebellum show flyaway as
part of an Impact campaign for Golden, trips to see Blake Shelton rehearse
at the ACM Awards in Las Vegas, a Launch push for Thompson Square and
winners racing cars with Brad Paisley.
The autonomy enjoyed by CBS Radio’s 11 Country stations means Amplified and other company-wide efforts are nothing like the platforms being
assembled by competitors Clear Channel and Cumulus. But that’s a selling
point. “What I felt was overwhelming support from labels and artists,”
then- SVP/Programming Greg Strassell said following his January visit.
“They appreciate our stations, how they’re operated locally and that they
make local music decisions – and that’s not changing.”
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Deal Makers

As if developing a singular national Country brand encompassing all forms of media
wasn’t enough, in late August Cumulus
helped engineer a deal with Townsquare
and Peak Broadcasting that would enable
it to acquire radio syndication company
Dial Global, swallow Peak whole and make
Townsquare the third-largest owner of radio
stations in the nation. The transactions put
$238 million in Cumulus’ pocket by shedding 53 of its radio stations. Cumulus would
apply the cash toward the $260 million DG
acquisition, and to pick up Peak’s Fresno
cluster. Townsquare, meanwhile picked up
71 stations overall in 15 markets, bringing its
total to 312 across 66 markets. The deal significantly changed each company’s Country
numbers, too. Townsquare’s Country total
went from 51 to 64, while Cumulus went
from 81 to 69. Clear Channel by comparison
owns 120 in the format.
The significance of gaining Dial Global,
which soon after the announcement changed
its name to WestwoodOne, can be seen in it
what the syndicator offers. Country programming includes the 24/7 radio formats
Mainstream Country, Hot Country and Classic Country; weekday shows The Big Time with
Whitney Allen and The Lia Show; weekend offerings Bob Kingsley’s Country Top 40, Country
Gold with Randy Owen, America’s Opry Weekend,
CMT Radio Insider and Country Countdown
USA with Lon Helton. More broadly, Cumulus
also gets the NFL, NCAA, NASCAR, Olympics, AP Radio News, NBC News and other
programming. Of the acquisition, Cumulus
CEO Lew Dickey said, “Our goal is to be the
leading producer of premium audio content
distributed through multiple platforms while
continuing to build our broadcast platform
in the top 100 U.S. markets.” He certainly
has the tools to do so now.

Our Country

Tragedy happens and country responds. Not a new story by
any stretch, but one that – terribly and wonderfully – shaped
2013. Natural disasters and the horrible expression of twisted
hearts gave us opportunity to remember who we are as a format, a business and a people.
In the days after Sandy Hook Elementary School became
the scene of unspeakable carnage, WYRK/Buffalo, the
entire Jonesboro, AR market (including KDXY, KFIN &
KWHF) and others across the map rallied behind Newtown,
CT. Candlelight vigils, banners of encouragement and semis
brimming with stuffed animals brought a measure of light
into the darkest of scenes.
When the Northeast was rocked again by April’s Boston
Marathon bombing, Kenny Chesney enlisted WKLB/Boston
to help him establish Spread The Love: A Fund For Boston to pay for prosthetics and post-acute care for victims,
starting with an undisclosed “sizable” donation of his own.
Entercom made a corporate donation.

MO For Moore: KIXQ/Joplin, MO’s Randy & Kaylee
get started on the station’s Restore Moore supply
drive for those affected by the Oklahoma tornados.
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Artists and radio again joined hands in May when Oklahoma
City was hit with deadly tornados. Locally, KJKE raised hundreds of thousands of dollars before rescues had even finished,
and KTST and KXXY staffers immediately set up a donation
center to collect supplies and direct neighbors to assistance.
KIXQ/Joplin, MO, WZZK/Birmingham, WQDR/Raleigh,
KZSN/Wichita, KAJA/San Antonio, WTGE/Baton Rouge,
KWEN/Tulsa and WDWQ/Terra Haute, IN were among stations that collected supplies by the truckload. WDZQ/Decatur,
IL, WWKA/Orlando, KSON/San Diego, WFMS/Indianapolis
and Premiere’s The Bobby Bones Show raised money. Cox Media
Group’s parent company Cox Enterprises pledged $1 million.
Rodney Atkins, Blake Shelton and Toby Keith held benefit concerts featuring other popular artists and cumulatively collected
nearly $9 million in donations and supplies.
The Yarnell, AZ firefighter tragedy led KNIX/Phoenix
put on a memorial benefit concert featuring Brantley Gilbert
to support the families. The ACM added its own donation.
KMLE/Phoenix and KAFF/Flagstaff, AZ joined forces for the
Country Cares Concert with Phoenix native Dierks Bentley
headlining, joined by The Band
Perry, Randy Houser and David
Nail. The result was $476,000.
Country was ready to help in
Colorado after flooding caused
billions in damage. KYGO/Denver
jumped in with the American Red
Cross for the Colorado Flood Relief
PBS telethon. Trick Pony’s Ira Dean,
Keith Burns and Heidi Newfield
joined Andy Griggs, Jamie O’Neal
and Billy Dean for the Townsquare/
Northern Colorado Neighbors
Helping Neighbors Colorado Country – Nashville Rises benefit concert.
Country’s compassion made a
real difference in 2013, and not
just to those affected by tragedy,
but also by giving’s ability to, as
Chesney put it, “heal all of us a
little bit.”
CAC

IN MEMORIAM
Who’s Gonna Fill
Their Shoes?
“Imagine life without them,”
George Jones sang, “all your
radio heroes.” And then, April
26, the country music world
stood still and didn’t have to
imagine life without the man
who possessed what Garth
Brooks called “the greatest voice
ever to sing country music.” Like
the iconic and beloved Jones,
those listed below were heroes
to somebody, though likely
celebrated and remembered
in much less visible ways.
Who’s gonna fill their shoes?
Perhaps Vince Gill said it best
when speaking of Jones: “It is
my belief that they don’t make
those shoes anymore.”
CHARLIE ALLEN
BOB BECKHAM
CHUCK BLACK
ERIK BLUMENFELD
DON BOWMAN
JOHN CHIASSON
“COWBOY” Jack Clement
HARIANNE CONDRA
LEW DICKEY
TONY DOUGLAS
PAUL DREW
PAT DUNN
CHET FLIPPO
JIM FOGLESONG
STEVE FORSYTH
SAM FOSTER
PAUL GIBSON
TOMPALL GLASER
JACK GREENE
SHERMAN HALSEY
CR HOOK
AMBER JACOBSON
SAMMY JOHNS
GEORGE JONES
STEVE KELSEY
CLAUDE KING
DICK KRIZMAN
NELSON LARKIN
DICK LAYMAN
NIXON LOW
BOB MANFREDO
MINDY MCCREADY
WAYNE MILLS
PATTI PAGE
FRANK PAGE
JODY PAYNE
JANET RICKMAN
JANET ROBY
ED SCHUMACHER
MIKE SHIPLEY
DICK SIEGAL
CAL SMITH
GORDON STOKER
PHIL STONE
CHARLIE STUCHELL
CHUCK THAGARD
LINDSAY WALLEMAN
DAN WASTLER
SLIM WHITMAN
KEVIN WHORTON
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